Discrimination of Exner's area and the frontal eye field in humans--functional magnetic resonance imaging during language and saccade tasks.
In the left frontal lobe, Exner's area (EXA), which is responsible for writing and reading, is located close to the frontal eye field (FEF), which is responsible for eye movements. To discriminate EXA from FEF anatomically and functionally, functional magnetic resonance imaging was conducted in 12 healthy volunteers. The saccadic eye movement experiment activated a region defined as the FEF, whereas three language experiments that included translation between grapheme and phoneme activated another region defined as EXA. EXA was found to be located only 1.5 cm apart from the FEF in the Talairach brain template. By conducting the saccade and language experiments in the same individuals, this study was able to successfully separate EXA from FEF.